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For information about playing DVD, see | For information about the legalities involved, see the "DVD" section of Mike_Tas,
Use it yourself and see. wilee-nilee:...That's not what it's for. He said "it didn't work" Mike_Tas: you can install gnome

flashback on Ubuntu... lol, trying it Mike_Tas: Gnome 2 will be "unsupported" in Ubuntu in like 4 years, so you'd be best off to
install a Gnome2 remix of Ubuntu for now. theadmin, I have seen a few asking this question, no easy answer, and no fix. I think
I did it I feel like a noob again Mike_Tas: did you install the gnome-session-fallback package? it's like that dl thing i just tried?
dl thing..? Mike_Tas: Yes. it works, the desktop is showing up again Thanks guys I love you now I feel like a happy noob again

Mike_Tas: Please don't do that unless you actually mean to remove Unity altogether. The idea of Gnome 2 is to *just* use it as a
shell, not as an actual desktop. I already use it as a desktop and I love it :P Mike_Tas: Er, sorry. Yes, you can do that, but don't

expect Ubuntu to support it forever, just like other software Oh, then why is Gnome Classic there? I love that It's so light
Mike_Tas
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